
THE FIVE
FREEDOMS

How Functional Diagnostic Nutrition Can Give You



Functional Diagnostic Nutrition 
can give you the freedom you want in

your practice.



Our successful practitioners 
come from all different backgrounds



I got into FDN after functional lab
testing healed my son of eczema
and reversed my own hormonal
and gut issues My background

is in pharmaceutical sales.



Here are stories from our community:



From anywhere to here. 

FDN STORIES
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D.R.E.S.SD.R.E.S.SD.R.E.S.S



Metabolic Typing
DCR
Oxford MRT
GI MAP

DIET 



DUTCH
Fluids IQ SHP
Fluids IQ MWP, MBA

REST 



DUTCH
Diurnal Cortisol Pattern
Dysfunction > Function

EXERCISE
 



DUTCH
Fluids IQ SHP
GI MAP
MRT
Fluids IQ MWP

STRESS
MANAGEMENT

 

Functional
Thyroid Panel
Zoomers
OAT



All of the labs! 
Advanced courses for protocols
SIBO, OAT, S+H, Oxalates, Thyroid
Herbalism, Coaching and
Emotional Wellness, AFBC

SUPPLEMENTATION
 



PHYSICAL
FREEDOM

You can work anywhere. Your clients can be
anywhere. 



EMOTIONAL
HEALTH
FREEDOM

Practitioners are not tied to an office emotionally
either. No bosses, no employees unless desired,
no workplace rules.  This is helpful as we are all
working on our own health and many people come
from a background of anxiety and depression. 



TIME
FREEDOM

Practitioners structure their own day. Hobbies,
family committments, philanthropy, exercise,
meditation, counseling- we can set our schedules
around the things we ask our clients to do. It's a
balancing act though as we are 100% responsible
for our businesses. 



GEOGRAPHIC
FREEDOM

A number of FDNs relocated this last year, moving
to areas they have wanted to live in as their
practice is completely online. 

I moved out of my brick and mortar and take client
calls all over California and beyond, in my car after
tennis or on my way home from the beach. 



FINANCIAL
FREEDOM

It takes awhile, but after you're confident charging
what you're worth, your business will grow. My
business has doubled year over year for 6 years
and I make more now than I did as a fulltime
pharmaceutical rep. Free to be generous with my
family, private school, charitable giving, pro bono
work for missionaries, better food and
supplements and quality of life. 



COMMUNITY
FREEDOM
we all lost community IRL but found it at AFDNP
and the FDN trainee group. 

"Without AFDNP I would NOT feel confident at this
point launching my practice. It is because of all the
resources, all the hours of webinars I have
watched, and most importantly having the FB
group as an in-depth library and sounding board. I
am not sure I would have decided to move
forward without AFDNP - it is truly invaluable and I
LOVE all the learning opporunties."



OTHER
BENEFITS
Board Certification
Advanced Courses
AFDNP
Job Help



If you are interested in learning more or event
want the opportunity to start the FDN Course for
free visit: 

https://fdntraining.com/HSUFREE



THANK


